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Abstract. Existing semantic theories of appositive relative clauses
(ARCs) assume that ARCs contribute asserted but not at-issue content
(Böer & Lycan [4], Bach [3], Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet [5], Potts [13],
AnderBois et al. [2], Murray [12]). In this paper I demonstrate that the
information status of ARCs depends on their linear position in the clause:
clause-medial ARCs are not at-issue whereas clause-final ARCs can be-
have like regular at-issue content. I propose a uniform one-dimensional
semantics under which ARCs are conjuncts that can acquire at-issue
status if the issue raised by the main clause has been terminated. The
idea is formally implemented in Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk
& Stokhof [9]) enriched with propositional variables (AnderBois et al.
[2]).
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1 Introduction

Existing semantic theories of appositive relative clauses (ARCs) assume that
ARCs express asserted but not-at-issue content, often referred to as “deem-
phasized”, “backgrounded”, or “secondary” content (Böer & Lycan [4], Bach [3],
Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet [5], Potts [13], AnderBois et al. [2], Murray [12]).
Intuitively, not-at-issue content is not part of the main point of the utterance.
The main point of the utterance is typically expressed by the main clause, which
is at-issue.

In this paper I demonstrate that the information status of ARCs depends
on their linear position in the clause. I show that clause-medial ARCs, as in
(1), are not at-issue whereas clause-final ARCs, as in (2), can behave like
regular at-issue content.1 (To improve readability, ARCs in linguistic examples
have been underlined.)

? I would like to thankfully acknowledge the contributions of Maria Bittner, Veneeta
Dayal, Carlos Fasola, Jane Grimshaw, Roger Schwarzschild, and Kristen Syrett to
the current work. I also thank two anonymous reviewers for their suggestions and
criticism.

1 This has previously been noticed but not explained in Cornilescu [6] and AnderBois
et al. [2].
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(1) Maradona, who scored a goal with his hand, won the Golden Boot.

(2) Sally admires Maradona, who scored a goal with his hand.

Previous researchers (AnderBois et al. [2], Murray [12]; both building on
Stalnaker [19]) have modeled the contrast between at-issue and not-at-issue as-
sertions by the way those two types of content enter the context set. Main clauses
put forward an update proposal (a set of worlds) which can be accepted or re-
jected by the addressee; hence, they are at-issue. If accepted, the context set
is reduced to the worlds in which the proposal proposition holds. In contrast,
appositives directly restrict the context set to the worlds in which their content
holds, hence they are not at-issue. I argue for an alternative account according
to which both main clauses and ARCs introduce proposals. Proposals are intro-
duced/accepted at the left/right clause boundary, respectively. Since the right
boundary of clause-medial ARCs falls inside the main clause, proposals associ-
ated with such ARCs are never at-issue. The right boundary of clause-final ARCs
can be construed as either inside or outside the main clause. When the latter is
the case, proposals introduced by such ARCs become at-issue. Those ideas are
formally implemented in Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk & Stokhof [9])
enriched with propositional variables, following AnderBois et al. [2].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the empirical facts.
Section 3 evaluates previous accounts and presents my own account. Section 4
concludes and addresses two broader issues.

2 Two Tests for At-issue/Not-at-issue Content

In this section I demonstrate that clause-medial ARCs are invariably not at-
issue while clause-final ARCs can be at-issue. This is argued on a basis of two
empirical tests, both of which underscore the inability of not-at-issue content
to address the main topic of the conversation, or, in Roberts’ [14] terms, the
question under discussion.2

2.1 The Direct Reply Test

Since not-at-issue content is not part of the primary assertion of a sentence,
one would expect that such content cannot be a direct target for subsequent
discourse. I call this the Direct Reply Test.

(3) Direct Reply Test
Only at-issue content can be directly targeted by the addressee, e.g. by
replies like “Yes”, “No”, “That’s not true”, etc.

2 See Tonhauser [20] for more discussion on those tests for at-issue/not-at-issue con-
tent.
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Note that it is possible to target not-at-issue content but only indirectly. Indirect
targeting has a more severe conversational effect: it disrupts the natural flow
of discourse. It also involves different grammatical tools, including hedges like
“Actually, ...”, “Well, ...”, etc.

Clause-medial ARCs fail the Direct Reply Test and thus are not at-issue.

(4) (cf. Amaral et al. [1])
A: Edna, who is a fearless leader, started the descent.
B: #No, she isn’t. She is a coward.

In contrast, clause-final ARCs pass the Direct Reply Test. In this way, they
behave like regular at-issue content.

(5) A: Jack invited Edna, who is a fearless leader.
B: No, she isn’t. She is a coward.

As an aside, the very same contrast crops up in cases in which the main
clause and the ARC are of a different sentence type. Consider cases in which one
of the clauses is a declarative and the other is an interrogative.3

(6) A: Has John, who was talking to Mary a minute ago, gone home?
B: No, he hasn’t. He is still at the party.
B′: #No, he wasn’t. He was talking to Stacy.

(7) A: Marcia, who you wanted to meet, didn’t you?, has just arrived.
B: No, she hasn’t. She is still in San Francisco.
B′: ??No, I didn’t. I wanted to meet Sarah.

(8) A: Did you see John, who was talking to Mary a minute ago?
B: No, I didn’t. I had no idea he was at the party.
B′: ??No, he wasn’t. He was talking to Stacy.

(9) A: Jack invited Marcia, who you wanted to meet, didn’t you?
B: ??No, he didn’t. He invited Sarah.
B′: No, I didn’t. I wanted to meet Sarah.

One can make intuitive sense of this paradigm as follows. Clause-medial ARCs,
whether declarative or interrogative, are not at-issue and cannot be directly
addressed by the hearer in (6), (7). However, clause-final ARCs can be at-issue.
Given the reasonable assumption that answering a question has higher discourse
urgency than rejecting an assertion, one can explain why reacting to the asserted
content in (8) and (9) is significantly degraded. In short, the Direct Reply Test
delivers similar results here too.

3 The example in (6A) is from McCawley [11].
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2.2 The Answerability Test

Since not-at-issue content cannot address the main topic of the conversation, it
is to be expected that it cannot answer questions. I call this test the Answer-
ability Test.

(10) Answerability Test
Only at-issue content can be employed by interlocutors to answer ques-
tions.

Both types of ARCs fail the Answerability Test when a singleton question is
asked.4

(11) A: What disease did Tammy’s husband have?
B: ??Tammy’s husband, who had prostate cancer, was treated at the Do-
minican Hospital.

(12) A: What disease did Tammy’s husband have?
B: ??The doctors of the Dominican Hospital treated Tammy’s husband,
who had prostate cancer.

The general problem with such answers seems to be that the information con-
tributed by the main clause is not relevant to the question being asked. A way
around this problem is to frame the dialogue in such a way that it involves two
questions, one addressed by the main clause and the other addressed by the ap-
positive.5 In such contexts the contrast between clause-medial and clause-final
ARCs reemerges. Clause-medial ARCs fail the Answerability Test and hence are
not at-issue.

(13) A: What did Paula bring and when did she leave the party?
B: ??Paula, who brought cookies, left after midnight.

Clause-final ARCs pass the Answerability Test and once again behave like at-
issue content.

(14) A: Who did you meet at the party and what did they bring?
B: I met Paula, who brought cookies.

2.3 Intermediate Conclusions

We see that clause-medial ARCs are heavily restricted in their uses since they
cannot address the main topic of the conversation, i.e. express not-at-issue con-
tent. In contrast, clause-final ARCs seem to be able to serve any pragmatic
purpose that main clauses can serve. In that respect they behave like regular
at-issue content.

4 The examples below are based on AnderBois et al. [2].
5 I owe this observation to Veneeta Dayal.
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3 The Formal Account

In this section I first review existing accounts of apposition and then introduce
my own account.

3.1 Previous Accounts of ARCs

There are two main semantic approaches to ARCs. Sometimes ARCs are ana-
lyzed as conjuncts that are part of the at-issue proposition contributed by the
entire sentence (Frege [8], Böer & Lycan [4], Rodman [15], Sells [17], Kempson
[10]). According to this approach, sentences with appositives have a single truth
value. Alternatively, ARCs are viewed as contributing secondary propositions
which are independent of the at-issue proposition expressed by the main clause
(Bach [3], Dever [7], Potts [13]). According to this approach, sentences with ap-
positives have multiple truth values (one contributed by the main clause and the
rest contributed by the appositives).

One can immediately see that neither approach would straightforwardly ac-
count for the data discussed above. Conjunctive approaches will be at pains to ex-
plain why clause-medial ARCs are not at-issue and multi-dimensional approaches
will be hard-pressed to tell us why clause-final ARCs behave like at-issue content.
An extra pragmatic mechanism would be needed to explain the deviant examples
in each case, although it is not clear what this mechanism would be. One could
also try to combine the two approaches and simply claim that clause-medial
ARCs project a secondary proposition while clause-final ARCs are conjunctions.
Yet this would amount to giving up the idea that clause-medial and clause-final
ARCs share a unified semantics.

There are also mixed approaches which treat ARCs as conjuncts that are
interpreted in a special way (AnderBois et al. [2], Murray [12]; see also Schlenker
[16]). Those are one-dimensional dynamic accounts which seek to explain the not-
at-issue status of (clause-medial) ARCs in terms of the direct way appositives
restrict the context set. Main clauses put forward an update proposal (a set of
worlds) which can be accepted or rejected by the addressee; hence, they are at-
issue. If accepted, the context set is reduced to the worlds in which the proposal
proposition holds. In contrast, appositives directly restrict the context set to
the worlds in which their content holds; hence, they are not at-issue. The main
problem with those accounts is similar to the main problem of two-dimensional
accounts: since ARCs express restrictions on the context set, it is incorrectly
predicted that ARCs are invariably not at-issue. Below, I offer an account which
captures the different information status of clause-medial and clause-final ARCs.

3.2 The Formal System

In Dynamic Predicate Logic (Groenendijk & Stokhof [9]) formulas are interpreted
as binary relations between assignment functions. This allows values of variables
to be passed on to subsequent conjuncts. AnderBois et al. [2] enrich the set of
variables with propositional variables, interpreted as sets of worlds. This makes it
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possible that lexical relations posit conditions on the worlds in some proposition
and not on the worlds in the entire context set. I state the semantic rules that
are necessary to interpret the examples below.6

(15) a. g[Rp(t1, ..., tn)]h iff g = h & ∀w ∈ h(p) : 〈[[t1]]h, ..., [[tn]]h〉 ∈ [[R]]w

b. g[¬Rp(t1, ..., tn)]h iff g = h & ∀w ∈ h(p) : 〈[[t1]]h, ..., [[tn]]h〉 /∈ [[R]]w

c. g[t1 = t2]h iff g = h & [[t1]]h = [[t2]]h

d. g[p1 = p2]h iff g = h & h(p1) = h(p2)

e. g[p1 ⊆ p2]h iff g = h & h(p1) ⊆ h(p2)

f. g[φ ∧ ψ]h iff ∃k : g[φ]k & k[ψ]h

g. g[∃u]h iff ∀v : v 6= u⇒ g(v) = h(v)

Lexical relations are relativized to propositions and require that the relation
holds in all the worlds in that proposition (15a). A negation of a lexical relation
relativized to some proposition requires that the relation does not hold in any
of the worlds in that proposition (15b).7 The rest of the semantic rules are as
expected. Atomic formulas which do not represent lexical relations are tests on
the input/output assignment (15c)-(15e).8 Conjunction is interpreted as rela-
tional composition (15f) and random assignment (here singled out as a separate
formula) non-deterministically updates the value of its variable while keeping all
other variable values intact (15g).

Below, I make use of this logic but present a very different account from that
of AnderBois et al. [2].

3.3 The Account

Adding propositional variables to the logic allows us to model the intuition that
main clauses place restrictions on the proposals they make and not directly
on the context set. A logical translation for a simple sentence is illustrated in
(16), where p is the proposal proposition and pcs is a distinguished variable
representing the current context set.

(16) A: Edna is a fearless leader. ∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = edna ∧ fearless.leaderp(x)
B: (OK.) p ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = p

The speaker puts forward a new proposal, formally represented as updating the
value of the propositional variable p to a non-empty set of worlds.9 The last

6 I use (with or without subscripts) p, q, ... for propositional variables; t for terms (i.e.
individual variables or constants); u, v, ... for individual or propositional variables.
Reference to models is suppressed.

7 AnderBois et al. [2] do not provide a rule for negated formulas. The rule proposed
here (due to Robert Henderson, p.c.) is limited to atomic formulas expressing lexical
relations. Formulating a general rule for negation turns out not to be a trivial matter
and I will not propose one here.

8 I use the same relational symbols in the object language and the metalanguage.
9 I require that assignment functions always assign non-empty sets of worlds to propo-

sitional variables. Given the rules in (15a)-(15b), an empty proposal would always
pass the test expressed by lexical relations and thus has to be blocked.
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conjunct restricts the values assigned to p by requiring that in all of p’s worlds,
Edna is a fearless leader. The hearer accepts the proposal, overtly or silently.
This is modeled as checking whether p is a subset of the current context set and
assigning the value of p to the new context set. I will refer to the three conjuncts
in (16B) as the acceptance update. The acceptance update updates the con-
text set to some non-empty subset of it, such that in all of the worlds in this new
context set the output value of x, Edna, is a fearless leader. This new context
set is passed on (i.e., is anaphorically available) to subsequent discourse.10

The hearer need not, however, accept the proposal that has been introduced
by the speaker. In (17) B rejects the original proposal introduced by A and
makes a counterproposal. Since A agrees with the counterproposal, the updated
context set, a subset of the old context set, will only consist of worlds in which
the output value of x, Edna, is not a fearless leader.

(17) A: Edna is a fearless leader. ∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = edna ∧ fearless.leaderp(x)
B: No, she isn’t. ∃q ∧ ¬fearless.leaderq(x)
A: (OK.) q ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = q

Let us now consider sentences with ARCs. I make two important assump-
tions. First, I assume that both main clauses and ARCs introduce new proposals.
Also, I make the principled assumption that proposals are introduced/accepted
at the left/right clause boundary, respectively. Since the right boundary of clause-
medial ARCs is included in the main clause, proposals associated with such
ARCs will always be terminated. The right boundary of clause-final ARCs can,
however, be construed as either inside or outside the main clause.11 If the lat-
ter, the proposal introduced by the ARC will be up for negotiation. Those two
assumptions derive the fact that clause-medial ARCs are invariably not at-issue
whereas clause-final ARCs can be at-issue. I first discuss in detail the examples
in (4)-(5), which involve the Direct Reply Test, and then sketch a similar solution
for the data in (13)-(14), which involve the Answerability Test.

Sentences with clause-medial ARCs, as in (18), make two proposals. Given
the assumption that acceptance updates are introduced at clause boundaries, A’s
utterance updates the context set with the appositive content, i.e. the informa-
tion that Edna is a fearless leader is no longer at-issue. Hence, a counterproposal
by B that Edna is not a fearless leader will have no chance of being accepted
and thus is correctly ruled out. B could, however, introduce the counterproposal

10 Since values to variables are assigned non-deterministically, the discourse in (16) will
produce not a single pcs value but rather a class of such values, which will consist
of the maximal set and all of its non-empty subsets. The fact that all non-maximal
sets survive is crucial for choosing the correct new context set. This does not lead
to loss of information because the maximal set will always be present.

11 I will tentatively assume that the “floating” right boundary of main clauses in sen-
tences with clause-final ARCs is due to the availability of two different syntactic
structures. In one, the appositive is attached to its anchor and is inside the main
clause. In another, the appositive is extraposed to the end of the sentence and is
outside the main clause.
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that Edna did not start the descent, as in (19). This is because this piece of
information is not part of the current context set and thus is still at-issue. If
A accepts the counterproposal, the updated context set will record the infor-
mation that Edna did not start the descent, thus closing the discussion about
whether Edna did or did not start the descent. (Below, main clause boundaries
are marked with square brackets.)

(18) A: [Edna, who is a fearless leader, started the descent].
∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = edna ∧ ∃q ∧ fearless.leaderq(x)∧
q ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = q ∧ start.descentp(x)

B: #No, she isn’t. ∃r ∧ ¬fearless.leaderr(x)

(19) A: [Edna, who is a fearless leader, started the descent].
∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = edna ∧ ∃q ∧ fearless.leaderq(x)∧
q ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = q ∧ start.descentp(x)

B: No, she didn’t. ∃r ∧ ¬start.descentr(x)
A: (OK.) r ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = r

Sentences with clause-final ARCs can have two different logical representations.
If the ARC is construed as inside the main clause, as in (20), the logical rep-
resentation of the original sentence will contain the acceptance update for the
ARC, making only the main clause at-issue. If, however, the ARC is construed
as being outside the main clause, as in (21), the main clause proposal will be
terminated and only the ARC will be at-issue.12

(20) A: [Jack invited Edna, who is a fearless leader].
∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = jack ∧ ∃y ∧ y = edna ∧ invitep(x, y)∧
∃q ∧ fearless.leaderq(y) ∧ q ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = q

B: No, he didn’t. ∃r ∧ ¬inviter(x, y)
A: (OK.) r ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = r

(21) A: [Jack invited Edna], who is a fearless leader.
∃p ∧ ∃x ∧ x = jack ∧ ∃y ∧ y = edna ∧ invitep(x, y)∧
p ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = p ∧ ∃q ∧ fearless.leaderq(y)

B: No, she isn’t. ∃r ∧ ¬fearless.leaderr(y)
A: (OK.) r ⊆ pcs ∧ ∃pcs ∧ pcs = r

The current account predicts that in sentences with clause-final ARCs, either
the main clause or the appositive is at-issue, but never both. It follows that
clause-final ARCs can be, but need not be at-issue.

I would like to suggest that the divergence between clause-medial and clause-
final ARCs with respect to the Answerability Test can receive a parallel explana-
tion. When speakers ask questions, they expect to be able to accept or reject the

12 Note that acceptance updates do double duty in my analysis: they are part of the
logical translations of sentences or they represent the hearer’s agreement with a pro-
posal. Either way, acceptance updates signal not-at-issue content, i.e. state that the
discussion about an issue has been terminated. (I thank Maria Bittner for bringing
up this point.)
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answers the hearer provides. Given the analysis presented above, clause-medial
ARCs make proposals that cannot be directly rejected and thus are not good
linguistic means for addressing issues. In contrast, clause-final ARCs can intro-
duce proposals that are open to discussion, hence such ARCs can felicitously be
used by interlocuters to answer questions.

4 Conclusion and Beyond

I have argued for a conjunctive one-dimensional account of ARCs according to
which both main clauses and ARCs introduce proposals. Which proposal will
acquire at-issue status is purely a matter of linear order. Clause-medial ARCs
restrict the possible values for the context set as part of the semantics of the
sentence and are invariably not at-issue. Clause-final ARCs need not restrict
the possible values for the context set as part of the semantics of the sentence
and thus can acquire at-issue status. Importantly, the contrast between clause-
medial and clause-final ARCs is explained by a uniform semantic mechanism. In
the remaining part of this conclusion I address two far-reaching issues.

One consequence of the current analysis is that it suggests a fundamentally
different semantics for nominal appositives and ARCs. This is because nominal
appositives seem to remain not at-issue independently of their linear position.
E.g., “Mike Stewart, a comedian, was at the party last night” and “Last night I
talked to Mike Stewart, a comedian” fail both tests for at-issue content discussed
above. A natural suggestion would be that, due to their non-clausal status,
nominal appositives do not introduce proposal propositions but acquire their
not at-issue status by some related mechanism, e.g. by directly restricting the
possible values for the context set.

Second, the notion of not-at-issueness is often used interchangeably with
projection, the ability of certain implications to arise even when their triggers
occur in non-assertive contexts. Some authors even try to explain projection in
terms of not-at-issueness (Simons et al. [18]). Even though there is a significant
overlap between the two categories—presupposition being the prime example
that comfortably fits both—those two categories differ. First, meanings can be
not at-issue without projecting. E.g., the embedded clause of “Jack imagined
that it was raining outside” behaves like not-at-issue content with respect to
both tests for at-issue content: it cannot be directly challenged by “That’s not
true” and it cannot answer the question “Is it raining outside?”. Also, as Simons
et al. [18] themselves observe, there seem to be meanings that project but are
at-issue, e.g. clause-final ARCs. Thus, the explanation proposed above need not
also address the projective properties of ARCs.
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